Expansion Resources and Teaching Ideas:
Hear Ye Richmond
VOCABULARY
Communication:

an exchange or sharing of information

Artifact:

3-dimensional objects made by humans

Evidence:

clues left to help one figure out the
truth or come to a conclusion

Recycle:

to use something again

Class Newspaper
Materials:
Paper and pens or pencils for preparation
Plan:
Meet with your class and review the news and how it is communicated. Explain that
newspapers used to learn about what is going on in the community. What is going on in
your classroom community? Create a list and then have each student draw a picture or
write a sentence about one piece of news on the list. Combine student art and
photocopy, giving everyone a newspaper to bring home and share with their family.
Repeat again during the school year.
Emotional Charades
Materials:
A bowl or bucked. Small pieces of paper with different pictures featuring different
emotions, such as smiley, happy, sad, angry, confused, etc. folded up.
Plan:
Have each student choose a piece of paper and act out the emotion in front of the class.
The student can’t make any noises and can only use their body or facial expressions to act
out the emotion. Their classmates should guess. The student that guesses
correctly chooses the next emotion to act out.

Practice Perfect Pronunciation
“Peter Piper pick’d a Peck of Pickeled Peppers
Did Peter Piper pick a Peck of Pickled Peppers?
If Peter Piper pick’d a peck of Pickeld Peppers,
Where’s the Peck of Pickled Peppers Peter Piper pick’d?”
- from Peter Piper’s Practical Principles of Plain & Perfect Pronunciation
Create your own tongue twister! Pick a letter and fill out the form below with
words that start with your chosen letter!
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Telephonecommunications
Materials:
Two plastic cups (you can also use recycled
cans) String
2 paper clips
Scissors
A sharp pencil (for poking holes)

(adjective)

(noun)

Plan
1. cut a piece of string about 6 feet long
2. Using the sharp pencil, poke a hole in each cup. Pass the thread through
the hole and tie it to the paper clip on the other side.
3. Repeat with the second cup.
4. Have a friend speak into one cup while you hold the other to your ear.
Take turns sharing stories!
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